BMC is alerting users to a problem in the BMC ISR product.

**Issue**

If you install BMC ISR by using merged libraries, the following issues occur:

- The DDDEFs for ABMRCLIB and ABMRLOAD libraries will be incorrect in both target and distribution zone definitions.
- The distribution libraries for ABMRCLIB and ABMRLOAD will have an incorrect LLQ.

These issues occur because the installed definitions for ABMRCLIB and ABMRLOAD incorrectly transposed the letters as ABRMCLIB and ABRMLOAD.

*These issues do not adversely affect operational issues with BMC ISR, nor the ability to install maintenance.*

**Resolution**

This issue will be permanently corrected with the next release of the Installation System.

Use one of the following workarounds until the issue is resolved:

- BMC ISR is not installed (see “To work around the issue before BMC ISR is installed” on page 2)
- BMC ISR is already installed (see “To work around the issue after BMC ISR is installed” on page 3)
**NOTE**
If you have questions, contact Customer Support at 1 800 537 1813 (United States or Canada) or call your local support center.

**To work around the issue before BMC ISR is installed**

1. Make the following changes to the $B05SMPE installation job before running it:

```plaintext
//O$B109 DD DSN=hlq.ABRMCLIB, <-change LLQ to ABMRCLIB
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
// SPACE=(CYL,(1,2,30)),
// DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=6160,RECFM=FB),
// UNIT=sysallda
//O$B116 DD DSN=hlq.ABRMLOAD, <-change LLQ to ABMRLOAD
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
// SPACE=(CYL,(1,2,30)),
// DCB=(LRECL=0,BLKSIZE=23476,RECFM=U,DSORG=PO),
// UNIT=sysallda
```

2. Make the following changes to the $B06SMPE installation job before running it:

```plaintext
SET BDY(BMC0TZN) /* NOTE: DISTRIBUTION LIBRARIES ARE
DEFINED IN THE TARGET ZONE FOR
RESTORE PROCESSING. */.
UCLIN.
REP DDDEF(ABRMCLIB) SHR DA(hiq.ABRMCLIB) <-change ABRMCLIB to ABMRCLIB
UCLIN.
REP DDDEF(ABRMLLOAD) SHR DA(hiq.ABRMLOAD) <-change ABRMLOAD to ABMRLOAD
UCLIN.
SET BDY(BMC0DZN).
```

```plaintext
REP DDDEF(ABRMCLIB) SHR DA(hiq.ABRMCLIB) <-change ABRMCLIB to ABMRCLIB
REP DDDEF(ABRMLLOAD) SHR DA(hiq.ABRMLOAD) <-change ABRMLOAD to ABMRLOAD
```
To work around the issue after BMC ISR is installed

1 Execute the following SMP/E UCLIN:

```smp
//SMPCNTL DD *
SET BDY(targetZone).
UCLIN.
DEL DDDEF(ABRMCLIB).
REP DDDEF(ABMRCLIB) SHR DA(hlq.ABMRCLIB).
DEL DDDEF(ABRMLOAD).
REP DDDEF(ABMRLOAD) SHR DA(hlq.ABMRLOAD).
ENDUCL.
RESETRC.
```

2 Rename the distribution libraries:

- From `hlq.ABRMCLIB` to `hlq.ABMRCLIB`
- From `hlq.ABRMLOAD` to `hlq.ABMRLOAD`

Where to get the latest product information

To view the latest BMC documents, see the Support Central website at [http://www.bmc.com/support](http://www.bmc.com/support). Notices such as flashes, technical bulletins, and release notes are available on the website. You can subscribe to proactive alerts to receive e-mail messages when notices are issued or updated. For more information about proactive alerts, see the Support Central website.